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NVHL Series

R E A R  B L A D E

NVHL-300-XHD



Ditching and
terracing jobs can be
accomplished quickly and easily
with optional hydraulic tilt adjustment.

End plates allow rear
blade to hold in material
for filling.

360º Total swing angle. The
1/2” x 6” grader-type steel
cutting edge is reversible,

featuring bevels on both edges
for twice the work life, and

replaceable for even
greater functionality. 

Superior craftmanship and innovative
designs. Our extra long boom allows full
angling of moldboard without the chance of
damaging tractor tires.

Skid shoes increase the
life of the cutting edge
and avoid damaging the
working surface while
cleaning corrals or
plowing snow.

SPECIFICATIONS NVHL-240-XHD NVHL-270-XHD NVHL-300-XHD
Moldboard width (ft) 8 9 10
Approximate weight (lbs) 1240*/1450** 1280*/1490** 1320*/1530**
King pin diameter (in) 4
Moldboard height & 
thickness 
Cutting edge 1/2” x 6” high carbon-steel blade, 

reversible, interchangeable
Maximum tractor hp (hp) 150
Hitch 3 - point category II, III, and III quick hitch
Swing angle 0º to 45º left or right (manual or hydraulic)1

Offset adjustment (in) 0 to 32 3/8 left or right (manual or hydraulic)2

Tilt adjustment 0º to 12º up or down (manual or hydraulic)3

Total swing angle ( º ) 360
Parking stand Standard

* No hydraulic cylinders nor mechanical linkages included.
** Hydraulic cylinders included.
1 HYDRAULIC ANGLE KIT - includes 4” dia. x 16” stroke, 2” shaft cylinder with 2 - 8’ NPT hydraulic hoses.
2 HYDRAULIC OFFSET KIT - includes 4” dia. x 16” stroke, 2” shaft cylinder with 2 - 8’ NPT hydraulic hoses.
3 HYDRAULIC TILT KIT - includes 3” dia. x 4  1/2” stroke, 1  1/2” shaft cylinder with 2 - 12’ NPT hydraulic hoses.

* Tecnomec Agricola, S.A. de C.V. reserves the right to make any changes deemed necessary to the
specifications without prior notice.

* Some pictures show equipment that is not necessarily included as part of the standard machine.

Attachments available:

Single/Dual Tailwheel
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TECNOMEC AGRICOLA

Contact your BISONVH dealer and find out the many other options available.

(in) 19” x 5/16”
(with full box frame)

.  .  .  harvest ing better  products!

www.bison.com.mx
Carretera a Paso Blanco Km.2 #400

Col. Vista Hermosa C.P. 20905
Jesús María, Aguascalientes, México

Tel. (52) (449) 92 - BISON
(52) (449) 922 - 4766

Fax. (52) (449) 922 - 4767


